γ+ index: A new evaluation parameter for quantitative quality assurance.
The accuracy of dose delivery and the evaluation of differences between calculated and delivered dose distributions, has been studied by several groups. The aim of this investigation is to extend the gamma index by including radiobiological information and to propose a new index that we will here forth refer to as the gamma plus (γ+). Furthermore, to validate the robustness of this new index in performing a quality control analysis of an IMRT treatment plan using pure radiobiological measures such as the biologically effective uniform dose (D) and complication-free tumor control probability (P+). A new quality assurance index, the (γ+), is proposed based on the theoretical concept of gamma index presented by Low et al. (1998). In this study, the dose difference, including the radiobiological dose information (biological effective dose, BED) is used instead of just the physical dose difference when performing the γ+ calculation. An in-house software was developed to compare different dose distributions based on the γ+ concept. A test pattern for a two-dimensional dose comparison was built using the in-house software platform. The γ+ index was tested using planar dose distributions (exported from the treatment planning system) and delivered (film) dose distributions acquired in a solid water phantom using a test pattern and a theoretical clinical case. Furthermore, a lung cancer case for a patient treated with IMRT was also selected for the analysis. The respective planar dose distributions from the treatment plan and the film were compared based on the γ+ index and were evaluated using the radiobiological measures of P+ and D. The results for the test pattern analysis indicate that the γ+ index distributions differ from those of the gamma index since the former considers radiobiological parameters that may affect treatment outcome. For the theoretical clinical case, it is observed that the γ+ index varies for different treatment parameters (e.g. dose per fraction). The dose area histogram (DAH) from the plan and film dose distributions are associated with P+ values of 50.8% and 49.0%, for a D to the target of 54.0 Gy and 53.3 Gy, respectively. The γ+ index shows advantageous properties in the quantitative evaluation of dose delivery and quality control of IMRT treatments because it includes information about the expected responses and radiobiological doses of the individual tissues.